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Süddeutsche Zeitung is one of the leading German daily newspapers. This article was published in its 

online edition. It discusses the benefits and dangers of humour in the workplace.  
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And here are some translated extracts in English: 

 

Why humour in the office should not be trifled with 

At the office, humour can create a good atmosphere – but it can also become annoying. Co-workers 

who constantly crack jokes can easily spoil things with their colleagues. And some jokes should not 

be told in the first place.  

"If you laugh, you still have enough resources." When the boss cracks that joke yet again, the 

majority of employees will probably only react with a weary smile. What may have been funny the 

first time round is eventually only annoying. Yet setting the boss' mediocre jokes apart, humour in 

the office can also be beneficial. In the best case scenario, it fosters creativity within the team, 

reduces stress and breaks up tense situations.  

Humour primarily works through shifts in perspective, says Katrin Hansmeier from the German 

Institute for Humour. Doing things differently, thinking illogically and thereby surprising others – that 

is what makes us laugh. And if it is done successfully, it can inspire a team. Moreover, people who are 

able to laugh together will work in harmony.  

Yet not every joke is equally well received. At work, humour should always be used in an empathetic 

manner, explains Hansmeier. One ground rule is: "Make your counterpart look good." If there's a 

good connection between two people, you can sometimes affectionately exaggerate a situation or a 

colleague's behaviour. Some people find it funny when they call others "work hero" or "my knight in 

shining armour". "If I'm on the same wavelength as my counterpart this can work wonderfully." 

Patter or dirty jokes belong to a kind of humour which may not function at all. At least this is the case 

if people don't know each other very well. Colleagues should carefully consider what the other 

person likes and what might make them laugh. […] 

Derogatory comments at the workplace can quickly lead to blunders, humour expert Hansmeier 

agrees. She suggests using sarcasm, mockery and cynicism sparingly. […] Generally, in everyday 

working life, it is best to occasionally opt for omitting a joke altogether. 


